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1. Introduction 

Since the 14th century Naiyayikas， MImaQ1sakas， and grammarians 
(palJiniya) have engaged in disputes with one another regarding the 

question of what is the nature of verbal cognition， or understanding 

(sabdabodha， sabdaj方ana).1 The fundamental differences among 

these groups regarding this question can be understood from manual 

texts such as the Nyayasiddhantamuktavali (NSM， ca. 17 c.) and the 

MalJikalJa (MK， ca. 17 cよ2for example， in those sections which deal 

Th巴reason1 have given the 14th century as白estarting point her巴isthat the Tattvacintamal;li 
(TのofGangesa， who was the conso1idator of th巴 Navya-nyayaschoo1 and active in that time， 
r巴presen臼 indetai1 the N aiyaykasヲ disputewith the MlmaJ]1sakas or th巴 grammarianswith regard 
to verba1 understanding. It is much 1ater that the N avyト nyayatechnica1 terms巴stab1ishedby him 
wer巴 introducedinto their writings; but this does not m巴anthat the Mlmamsakas and the 
grammarians had not been aware of those te口nsup to when those writings appeared. According to 
Bronkhorst [2012: 69]， the Vaiyakaral;labhu$al;la of Kaul)cla Bhatta (1640) is the first text we 
possess that presents a grammarian's attempt to dea1 with verba1 understanding (sabdabodha) 
using Navya-ny号yaideas and termino1ogy. However， Bronkhorst [2012: 73] do巴snot exclude the 
possibi1ity that S巴~a Kr~l)a (1507)， one of the grammar teachers of Bhattoji Dlk$ita (1590) who 
was Kaul)cla Bhatta's uncle， began to u氏自己 Navya-nyayatoo1s for refining the theory of v巴rba1
und巴rstanding.Bronkhorst [2012: 74] considers that Bhattoji and Kaul)cla Bhatta were the first to 
take over the Navya-nyaya technica1 1anguage and concepts e1aborated in th巴 contextof verba1 
und巴rstanding.Bronkhorst [2012: 75] reports Lawr巴nc巴 McCrea's claim in 2002 that a 
MlmaI]1saka call巴dKha早cladeva(1640) introduced into Vedic h紅白len巴uticsthe method of 
compl巴teparaphrasing that had been invented by th巳 Navya-nayayikas.On the dates of the 
above-mentioned authors， 1 have followed Potter [1995(1970)] 
2 The r巴1evantportion of these two texts is so short that 1 have provided it h巴re.NSM， p. 
296，3-302，1: dhatuprakrtipratyayadrnal?1 saktigraho vyakaral;lad bhavati. kvacit sati badhake 
tyajyate. yatha vaiyakaral;lair akhyatasya kartari saktir ucyate. caitraf:t pacatftyadau kartra saha 
caitrasyabhedanvayaf:t. tac ca gauravat tアαrjyate.kin tu krtau saktir laghavat. krtis caitradau 
prakaribhuya bhasate. na ca kartur anabhidhanac caitradipadanantaral?1 trtfya syad itiνacyam， 
kartrsal?1khyanabhidhanasya tatra tantratvat. sal?1khyabhidhanayogyas ca karmαtvadyanava-
ruddhaf:t prathamantapadopasthapyaf:t. karmatvadity asyetaraνiSe$al;latvena tatparyaνisayatvam 
arthaf:t， tena caitra iva maitro gacchatiηadau na caitre sal?1khyanvayaf:t. yatra karmadau na 
νiSe$al;latve tatparyal?1 tadνaral;laya prathamanteti. yad va dhatvarthatiriktaviSe$al;latval?1 
prathamadalarthaf:t. tena caitra iva maitro gacchatity atra caitader varal;lam. stokal?1 pacatity-
adau stokader varal;laya ca dvitηad，αlam. tasya dvitiyantapadopasthapyatvad varal;lam iti. eval?1 
vyapare 'pi na saktir gauravat. ratho gacchatiかadau tu vyapare aSrayatve va lak$al;la. 
janatityadau asrayatve， nasyatfりladaupratiyogitve niruqhalak$a1Ja. MK， p. 86，2-11: akhyatasya 
Kαrtrkarmal;li vacye. te ca dhatvartheνisesal;llbhavataf:t. 'caitraf:t pacati' ity atra caitrakartrko 
viklittyanukulo vyaparαity， 'tal;lqulaf:t pacyate' iηαtra tal;lqulakarmako vyapara ity pratfyata ity 
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with the meaning of the suffixes of a finite verb. Here， Naiyayikas 

uphold that the suffixes denote effort (yatna， prayatna); MimaQ1sakas 

uphold that they denote operation (ν'yapara); 3 the grammarians 

uphold that they denote the agent (kartr)， the object (karman)， or 
action (bhava).4 It should be noted that Naiyayikas， MimaQ1sakas， 

and the grammarians do not differ in holding that the suffixes denote 

number， person， tense， and voice. Those manual texts do not lead us to 

an understanding of those differences from a historical viewpoint. As 

a cue for reconstructing the discussion by the three schools 

historically， 1 have taken up the theory of the New Nyaya (Navya-
nyaya) on the meaning of the suffixes of finIte verbs， and in particular 

the theory formulated by Gangesa (l4th centふHere1 will simply call 

those suffixes verbal suffixes. For an analysis of his theory 1 will 

focus on the “Verbal Suffixes Section" (Akhyatavada) in the 

“Language Chapter" (Sabdakhal)cla) of his Tattvαcintama]Ji (TC). 

In carrying out my research， 1 have used the following text of the 

TC: 

Tattvacintama]Ji 01 Gangesa Upadhyaya， 4 Volumes， edited 
with the Aloka of Jayadeva Misra and the Rahasya of 

Mathuranatha， by Kamakhyanatha Tarkavagisa， Vr可司lvan

Prachyabharati Granthamala 47， Delhi: Chaukhamba Saskrit 

Pratishtan， 1990. 
Gangesa's“Verbal Suffixes Section" can be divided into eight parts， 

and the last Part (H) further into three sub-parts as follows. Page and 

line numbers given to each part and sub-part refer to those of the 

above edition. 

vaiyakaralJa/:t .ν'yaparatvena bhavanaiva akhyatartha/:t; saiνa vakye pradhanam; ity mlmalJ1saka/:t. 
yatnatvavisi~!am evakhyatavacyam; tac ced asrayatayaαnveti tada kartrlakara iti yadi vi~ayatayã 
tada karmalakara iti vyavahriyate. ratho gacchati ityadau vyapare asrayatve va lak~alJã iti 
naiyayika/:t. 
3 This is th巴 viewof the Bhatta MImarpsakas， which is r巴presentedin GaIi.g巴sa's“V巴rbal
Suffixes Section". Kumarila holds a slightly different viewヲ whichis that a finite verb， whether in 
the active or passiv巴voice，denotes productive opera!ion (bhavana). He avoids specifying that th巴
suffix denot巴sproductive operation， but holds， like Sabara， that the suffix denotes the number of 
the agent of an active sent巴nceor that of the object of a passive sentence. On his vi巴w，see 
Yoshimizu [2006: 304-305] [2012: 563-566]. The Prabhakaras， on the other hand， hold that verbal 
roots denote action in general and further imply effort， and that the verbal suffixes denote the 
p巴rsonand number of the subjects. On this， s巴巴 Freschi[2008: 159]. GaIi.gesa briefly refersωthe 
Prabh亘karath巴oryin his“V巴rba1Suffixes Section" in Part (C)， which accords with Fr巴schi's
explanation. For his reference， see Wada [2012: 538]. 
4 According to Pal)ini (P3.4.69: la/:t karmalJi ca bhave cakarmakebhya/:t)， th巴 suffix巴sdenot巴
not only th巴firsttwo meanings but also action (bhava)， which is th巴m巴aningofth巴root.How巴ver，
Ga白gesahas th巴 grammariansarticulate only the first two m巴aningsin his “Verbal Suffix巴s
Section" (λkhyatavada) in order to facilitate the comparison between th巴 viewsof the three 
schools. 
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A. Introduction: the presentation of the Nyaya view (pp. 819，1-

820，1) 
B. The MImarpsa View (pp. 820，1-826，13) 

C. The Nyaya Refutation (pp. 826，13-830，8) 

D. The View of the Author of the Ratnakosa (pp. 830，9-831，13) 

E. The Refutation of the Author of the Ratnakosa (pp. 831， 

13-833，1) 

F. The Grammarians' Refutation to the Nyaya View (pp. 833，1-

834，4) 

G. The Nyaya Response to F (pp. 834，4-'836，3) 
H. The Nyaya View in Detail (pp. 836，3-846，4)5 

H1: The traditional Nyaya view (pp. 836，4-844，8) 

H2: The Navya-nyaya view (pp. 844，9田 845，10)

H3: Gangesa's final view (pp. 845，10-846，2) 

Part (H) provides not only the traditional Nyaya and the new Nyaya 

views marked with the indicators "smr1pradayal:t" (traditional view) 
and“navfnal;" (new N aiyayikas) respectively， but also Gangesa' s 

own view marked with the indicator “vayam brumal;" (“We claim the 

following"). Let us number these views (Hl)， (H2) ， and (H3) 
respectively. His view is set forth in Part (H3) too brief1y to judge that 

all he holds on the meaning of verbal suffixes is expressed therein. By 

collecting views not denied by Gangesa in Parts (A) through (H2) we 
can add more to his final statement. 

The present paper wil1 make clear this addition. First， I will 

explain Gangesa's final statement given in Part (H3). He claims that 

verbal suffixes can denote objectness (karmatva)， elaborates on this， 

and concludes that the suffixes denote agentness (kartrtva) or 

objectness. Before making his conclusion， he does not spell out what 
agentness is， but we assume he had in mind a definite idea of what it 

is. I will expound on the relation between agentness and effort 

accepted by Naiyayikas as the meaning of the verbal suffixes. Then， 

from Parts (A) through (H2) I will collect discussions regarding 

coreferentiality (samanadhikara1Jya) and tense， in which Gangesa has 

some Naiyayikas respond to the opponents but does not deny those 

Naiyayikas' responses in the following parts. These discussions are 

concemed with the questions of whether the suffixes denote the agent 

or object， or only the number (samkhya) of either entity， and how the 

meaning of the suffixes conveys the concepts of the three tenses. I 

5 This part will be translated with annotation by Wada [forthcoming] 
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would like to claim that the conclusions found in the collected 

discussions should form part of Gangesa' s final view. 

It should be noted that the verbal suffixes to be analyzed are those 
of finite verbs. Parts (A)， (B)， (C)， (D)， (E)， (F)， and (Hl) represent the 

discussion of the meaning of the suffixes used for sentient agents 

(ceta刀akartr)in the active voice. Parts (E) and (Hl) also represent the 

discussion of the meaning of the suffixes used for insentient agents 

(acetanakartr) in the active voice. Parts (E)， (G)， (Hl)， and (H2) 

involve the discussion of the meaning of the suffixes used in the 

passIVe v01ce. 

2.Gaえgesα'sfinalsωtement 

Part (H3) represents Gangesa's final， but brief statement as follows: 

[Text 1:] We， on the other hand， claim as follows: In the cases of caitrelJa 

pacyate t，叫ujula/:t(“Rice is cooked by Caitra") and rathena gamyate gramα/:t 

(“The village is reached by the chariot") rice and the village would be 

understand as the objects; they both [i.e.， rice and the village] possess 

objectness (karmatva)， i.e.， the state of possessing result of action (kriya) 

inhering in the other [i.e.， Caitra in the former case and the chariot in the 

latter]; it is that [objectness] that is denoted by the verbal suffix [-te of 

pacyate and gamyate respectively]. The reason [for this] is that objectness is 

not obtained from [any other meaningful linguistic unit (pada)] other than 

[the suffix -te in the above two cases] unlike in the case of talJqulaytl pacati 

(“[Caitra] cooks rice") [in which objectness is obtained] from the second 

[case-ending]. Therefore， like agentness (kartrtva) objectness is also denoted 

by L-suffixes，6 because the loci of them， i.e.， [the entities called] the agent 

and the object， are obtained from the other [meaningfullinguistic units].7 

6 L-suffixes are persoual endings applied to roots in six tens巴sand four modes: lat (present 
indicativ巴)，的 (perfl巴ct)，lu.t (periphrastic future)， lrt (simpl巴future)，let (subjunctive mode)， lot 
(imperative)， lmi (imperfect)， lhi (optative mode)， IUli (aorist)， and lrn (conditional). Thes巴suffixes，
applied to roots， ar巴replacedby verbal suffixes. On this， s巴巴 Abhyankar[1985: 137-138]. On the 
rule that L-suffixes denote th巴agentor object， se巴P3.4.69:lal; karmwJi ca bhave cakarmakebhyal; 
“The tens巴-affixescalled ‘la' are used in denoting the object and the agent; after intransitiv巴verbs，
they d巴noteth巴actionas well as the agent" (Translation by Vasu [1977: 584]). An L-suffix does 
not denote a p紅白cularnumber to be relat巴dwith the agent or the object， whil巴averbal suffix 
substituted for the suffix denot巴ssuch a number. It follows白omthis that th巴ag巴ntor the object 
should be denot巴dby the same verbal suffix as denotes its number. 1t is a rule that the basic 
meaning of an L-suffix is succeeded by its substitut巴， i.e.， the v巴rbalsuffix. As a r巴sult，it is 
infe町巴dthat the meaning of a verbal suffix， iム theagent or the obj巴ct，comes from that of the 
L-suffix 
7 TC， Vol. 4/2， pp. 845，10-846，2: vayan tu brahal;. caitrelJa pacyate talJ4ulal; rathena gamyate 
grama ity atra taIJ4ulagramau karmalJ!" pratr:yete asti ca tayol; parasamavetakriyaphalasalitvalf! 
karmatvalf! tac cakhyatavacyam eva. taIJ4ulalf! pacatr:tyαtrαdvitr:yata ivanyatal; karmatvalabhat. 
tasmat kartrtvavat karmatvam api lakaravacyalf! taddhω'milJol; kartrkarmalJor anyata eva labhad 
iti. 
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At the beginning of this text Gangesa appears to discuss only the 

verbal suffix used in the passive voice， and to conclude that it denotes 

objectness， Gangesa elaborates objectness further: the state of 

possessing result of action inhering in the other (parasamavetakriya-

phalasalitvafJ1). A similar elaboration is found in later grammarians' 

texts such as Kau:t;lcla Bhatta's Vaiyakara"(labha.$wwsara.8 
Since objectness is distributed to the meaning of the suffixes used 

in the passive voice， it seems that agentness mentioned in Text 1 is 

distributed to that of the suffixes in the active voice. And Text 1 does 
not discuss the meaning of the suffixes of the active voice， and instead 

reads “like agentness objectness is also denoted by L-suffixes". This 

indicates that the discussion on the meaning of the suffixes in the 

active voice has ended in the preceding p訂 tsof the “Verbal Suffixes 

Section"， and that Gangesa agrees with the traditional Nyaya view 
that those suffixes denote effort (yatna， prayatna) or resolution (krti). 

These two terms， i.e.， effort and resolution， are freely replaced by one 

another in the discussion of the meaning of the verbal suffixes.9 The 

traditional Nyaya view is presented in the beginning of the “Verbal 

Suffixes Section": Part (A)，1o 

Next it may be questioned whether agentness is nothing more 

than effort or not. An agent is the possessor of effort (yatnavat)，11 
which is demonstrated by the following argument in Part (B): 

[Text 2:ゴ]If [the Na幻iyayi氷kasays t白ha剖t]since for [the expression] pαcati (“[He寸] 

cooks") [we have] the paraphrase pakαyαt的nαvan(“[He is] the possessor of 
effort a幻tc∞ookin昭g"
would] i泊nt白hi臼scase [ob句Ijectけ]t白ha幻t[the verbal suffix] for its part would denote the 
agent.12 

This text is a claim which Gangesa presupposes the MimaQ1saka to 

8 VaiyakaralJabhu$aT:rasaraラ p.22，2: phalasray/:t知rma，vyaparasraya/:t karta. This is on k目2:
phalavyaparayor dhatur asraye tu tuia/:t smrta/:t / phale pradhanamν'yaparas tuiarthas tu 
viSe$alJam // According to P1.4.49: kartur lpsitatamam karma， that whiιh the agent most desir巴S

through his action i s called th巴object.
9 For example， Gailgesa quotes Udayana's stat巴mentin his Nyayakusumanali that resolution is 
r巴placedby effort or productive operation (bhavana). On this， see Wada [2007a: 417，421] 
10 TC Vol. 412， pp. 819，2-3・akhyatasyayatnavacakαtvad ace的neratho gacchatlty adav 
akhyate vyaparal，αk$alJa. On th巴cont巴xtin which this sentence appears， see Wada [2007a: 419]. 
11 Nyayakosa gives the etymology of kartr under the h巴adof kartrtvam: the agent is the locus of 
resolution (p. 203，8: kartrsabdavayavavrttilabhye krtyasraye yaugika/:t.) 

12 TC Vol. 4/2， p. 826，6-8: atha pacatlかasyapakayatnavan iti vivaralJad yatnarthateti cet， 
tarhi kartrarthatapi syat. On the context in which this sentence appears， s巴巴Wada[2007a: 426]. 
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make， but he does not negate the validity of this paraphrase of an 

agent as the possessor of effort. 

The following claim concerning an agent is also presupposed by 

G泊 gesato be made by the grammarian in Part (H 1). From this claim 

it is apparent that the grammarian also holds that an agent is the 

possessor of effort， and Ga白gesadoes not deny this paraphrase. 

[Text 3:] [The grammarian will argue:] The agent is denoted [by the verbal 
suffix]， because [we can] paraphrase pacati (“[He] cooks") as pakayatnavan 
(“[He is] the possessor of effort at cooking")，13 

In Sanskrit we have the general rule that the state of being the 

possessor of x， or possessing x (x四 mat-tva，x-vat帽 tva)can be regarded 

as x，14 According to this rule， the possessor of effort is replaced by 

effort. When Gatigesa says that agentness is denoted by the verbal 

suffixes， this rule seems to function. As a result， agentness， in the 

present case， amounts to effort. 

To sum up， Gatigesa's final statement will be illustrated by the 

following examples. He does not agree with the grammarians' view 

that the verbal suffix denotes the agent or object and holds that it 

denotes effort (or agentness) or objectness， and the number 

(samkhya)15 existing in the object denoted by a word associated with 

the first case-ending. Hence， in our illustration we should make use of 

the concepts of effort (or agentness)， objectness， and that number 

instead of those of agent and object. In the case of the active voice， 

caitras ta1J4ulam pacati (“Caitra cooks rice")， the verbal suffix -ti 

denotes not only effort， or agentness， but also the number which 

accords with that denoted by the word associated with the first 

case-ending， i.e.， caitral;. Being denoted by one and the same suffix， 

agentness and such a number should exist in one entity denoted by 

such a word， i.e.， Caitra.16 The suffix -ti in this case does not denote 

13 TC，VoI.4/2ラp.842，9四 10・pacatftyasya pakayatnavan iti vivarm;lat karta vacya iti cet， 

14 On this rule， see Wada [2006]， of which the revised Japanese version is Wada [2008]. See 
also K. Bhattacharya [2010]. 
15 A numb巴ris a quality (gulJa) residing in a substance 
16 According to Nyaya， a verbal understanding has such an entity for the qualificand (νise.$ya)ヲ

and the sentenc巴 caitrastalJ4ulayt1 pacati (“Caitra cooks rice") will generate the following v巴rbal
understanding: Caitra is the locus of effort producing action which produces the effect occurring in 
nc巴 (TC，Vol. 4/2ヲp.837ヲ11-12:". taIJ4u1avrtt伊halajanakavyaparajanakayatnasrayascaitra ity 
pratlyate ".) This type of v巴rbalund巴rstandingis called that which has the m巴aningof th巴nounm
the nominative cas巴 for由巳 predominantqualificand (prathamãntamukhyavise.$yakasãbdabod~ω). 
On verbal understanding according to the MimaQ1sakas and the grammarians， see Wada [2007a: 
418] or [2012: 532] 
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objectness， because objectness is obtained from the second case国

ending -am of talJ4ulam， 

Similarly， in the case of the passive voice， caitrelJa talJ4ulab 

pacyate (“Rice is cooked by Caitra")， the verbal suffix -te denotes 

objectness and the number which accords with that denoted by the 

word associated with the first case-ending， i.e.， talJ4ulab. Being 

denoted by one and the same suffix， objectness and that number 

should exist in one entity denoted by such a word， iι， rice _17 This 

suffix does not denote agentness， because agentness is obtained from 

the third case-ending -inαof caitrelJa. 

Part (E) gives one Naiyayika's view that the suffix used for the 

insentient agent of a sentence in the active voice means operation 

(νyapara) through indicative function (lak:jalJa). This Naiyayika says 

in Part (E) as follows: 

[Text 4:] ... the verbal suffix in the case of [the sentence] ratho gacchαti (“The 
chariot goes") possesses indicative function (lak$a1Ja) with regard to 
operation. Therefore， it is understood that the chariot is only the possessor of 
operation conducive to going.18 

Gangesa does not refute this view later， which implies that he accepts 

1t. 

It may be necessary here to mention similarities between the 

Nyaya and the Bh封切 MIma:rp_saviews on the meaning of the suffix of 

a finite verb. The general standpoints of both schools are obtained in 

manual texts such as the NSM， the MK， and the MimafJZSanyaya-
prakasa (ca. 17th cふ19The Nyaya school holds that the suffix used 

in the active voice denotes effort. The MIma:rp_sa school， on the other 

hand， holds that whether the suffix is used in the active or passive 

voice， it denotes operation (vyapara). Operation is divided into 

internal and external operations， and the former is nothing but 

productive operation (bhavana).20 This is further regarded as effort 

17 According to Nyaya， a verbal understanding has such an entity for由巳 qualificand(vise~ya) ， 
and the sentence caitrelJa talJ4ulal; pacyate (“Ric巴 iscooked by Caitra") will g巴n巳ratethe 
following v巴rbalunderstanding: Ric巴isth巴locusof effect produc巴dby action which is produc巴d
by effort occu汀ingin Caitra. (TC， Vol. 4/2， p. 838，1-2: ... caitravrttiyαtnajanyavyaparajanya. 
phalasrayas talJ4ulal; pratlyate ...) 

18 TC， Vol. 412， pp. 832，13-834，1: ... ratho gacchatr砂 atrakhyate vyãpãralak~alJã tena 
gatyanukalavyaparavatれほmatrarrzrathasya pratlyate. On the context in which this s巴ntence
appears， see Wada [2012・542].

19 On the vi巴wgiv巴nin the Mlmarrzsanyayaprakasa， see Wada [2012: 530 fn. 11]. 

20 This view is represented by Gangesa in Part (B) of th巴“VerbalSuffixes Section". On this 
view，自民 Wada[2007: 424-425]. Kumarila's vi巴wis somewhat differ巴ntfrom this. On this， s巴巴
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by Naiyayikas， e.g.， Udayana and Gailgesa.21 Thus， both Naiyayikas 

and MImaI11sakas do not hold， unlike the grammarians， that the suffix 

denotes the agent or object; instead they maintain that it denotes their 

respective specific meaning， iι， effort or operation， and the number 

of the agent or object.22 Furthermore， Gailgesa claims， unlike the 

MImaI11sakas， that the suffix can denote object即 ssin the passive 

v01ce. 

The issue whether the verbal suffix denotes the agent or object， or 
effort or objectness leads us to the concept of coreferentiality 

(samanadhikaraIJya). This is because the Naiyayikas and the 

grammarians accept the rule that the word associated with the first 

case-ending has coreferentiality with the verbal suffix. In order to 

reconcile their views on the meaning of the suffix with this rule， 

Gailgesa newly formulates the concept of coreferentiality. 

3. Coreferentiality (samanadhikarωr;ya) 

Coreferentiality is a basic concept which the grammarians make use 

of to underpin the view that the verbal suffixes denote the agent in the 

case of the active voice， and the object in the case of the passive voice. 

According to their tradition， this term means that words or meaningful 

linguistic units have one and the same referent.23 

Gailgesa， on the other hand， holds that coreferentiality means that 
words denote one and the same number. He designates this as verbal 

coreferentaility (sabdasamanadhikaraIJya).24 To take an example， 

when we read or hear the sentence nflal; pa!.α1; ("The cloth is blue")， 

we observe the fact that the two words， nfla and pa!a， end with the 

first singular case-ending -s or -1;. Then， we determine that both 

fns.3 and 18. 

21 U dayana says this in his Nyayakusumanjali (Wada [2007 a: 417]). Gang巴sa'sfre巴us巴ofthe 
terms of effort and resolution is se巴n，for巴xampleヲinPart (Hl). 

22 On this view， see fn. 3. Part (G) argues that th巴verbalsuffix denotes the number of the agent 
in the active voice or that of the object in the passive voice， and not the agent or object as the 
grammarians claim. 

23 On this， s巴巴 Abhyankarand Shukla [1977: 386]. 

24 TC， Vol. 4/2， pp. 841，8-842，3: na， n!la/:t patas caitra/:t pacatipacyαte tandula iかadaunamnor 
namakhyatayor va ekasamkhyavac叫 αtvameva hi sabd，ωamanadhikαrmJyam na tu bhinna-
pravrttinimittasyaikatrarthe vrttir gauravat odanakama/:t pacetetyadau vybhicarac ca.‘Verbal 
cor巴ferentiality'sounds strange. 'Cor巴ferntiality'connotes th巴functionof words or expressions， so 
'verbal' is apparently superfluous. On the other hand， the Sanskrit t巴rm'samanadhikaralJyam' has 
two meanings: th巴 coreferntialityof words and the coexistence of entities. To differentiate the 
former from the latter， the Gang巴鈎 calls th巴 formぽ ‘sabdasamanadhikaralJyam' (i.e.， verval 
samanadhikaralJyam). The abov巴 strangenessis unavoidable unless w巴 providea common 
rendering of 'samanadhikaralJyam' in the two cases. 
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words denote one and the same object or referent. In this process the 

agreement of the numbers denoted by the two words is the ground for 

judging that the words refer to one and the same object. We can 

assume that Gailgesa or Navya-naiyayikas analyze a sentence's 

meaning from the viewpoint of readers or hearers. 

For the grammarians， the situation is the opposite. When we hear 

the s臼ent記encenσfl如α/:lpαJ仰f仰α/:l(“Thecloth iおsblue" 

words， iι， nila and pata， denote one and the same object， i.e.， the 

blue cloth. As a result， we judge that the first singular case-endings 

are introduced to both words. For the grammarians， referring to one 

and the same object is more fundamental than the agreement of the 

numbers denoted by the two words. We can assume the grammarians 

analyze a sentence' s meaning from the viewpoint of speakers or 

sentence-makers. 

With regard to Ga白gesa's concept of coreferentiality， one may ask 

how he explains the verbal suffix used in a passive impersonal 

sentence， where no word associated with the first case-ending is 

available， and where thus we cannot confirm coreferentiality between 

the suffix and such a word. For example， in the case of caitre7;a 

supyate (“Caitra sleeps") we cannot obtain a word associated with the 

first case-ending. On this problem， Gailgesa presents the view of some 

Navya-naiyayikas (navlna/:l) in Part (H2) just prior to his final 

statement as follows: 

[Text 5:] The meaning of a word ending in the first [case-ending] is either the 
agent or object. That is why in the case of caItre1Ja supyate (“Caitra sleeps") 
the number [denoted by the verbal suffix -te] is not related [with any other 
meaning]， since there is no word ending in the first [case-ending] . 
Furthermore， the number [denoted by the suffix] is not related with the 
meaning of the root [svap]. Since dual and plural numbers are impossible 
even in the case of two or three times of sleeping being possible， only the 
expression supyate is available. It follows from this that only sleeping is 
understood [from the expression supyate]， and hence that when the effort and 
the number， i.e.， the meanings of the verbal suffix， are not related [with any 
other meaning]， [to use] the verbal suffix is grammatically co町ectonly for 
the sake of expression. This is because [to use] a mere root without a verbal 
suffix is not grammatically co町'ect戸

25 TC Vol. 4/2， p. 845，3-9: prathamantapαdarthal; karta karma va. ata eva caitrelJa supyate ity 
atra prathamantapadabhavan na sarrtkhyanvayal;. na ca dhatvarthe sarrtkhyanvayal;， svapasya 
dvitvabahutve 'pi dvivacanabahuvacanayor abhavat supyata ity eva prayogα1; syat. ata eva 
svapamatravagamat akhyatarthayatnasarrtkhyayor ananvaye akhyatμrrt prayogamatre sadhv iti 
tiliarrt vina dhatol; kevalasyasadhutvat 
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Gangesa does not negate this view in the following Part (H3)， which 

implies that he accepts it. The gist of text 5 consists of the assertions 

that the meaning of the suffix used in a passive impersonal sentence 

cannot be related with any other meaning， and that the use of the 

suffix -te of supyate is meant for grammatical correctness. The former 

assertion is not new， and elsewhere in his “Verbal Suffixes Section" 

(Part B) Gangesa has a Naiyayika articulate that when two meaningful 

linguistic units denote one and the same meaning， either unit remains 

unrelated.26 

Here we should note why Gangesa needs to formulate this new 

concept of coreferentiality. He does not consider， as the grammarians 

do， that we understand the agent by hearing the verbal suffix such as 

-ti of pacati (“[He] cooks")， and the object by hearing the suffix such 

as -te of pacyate (“[x] is cooked"). Instead， he holds that we 

understand effort in the former case， and objectness in the latter. 

Hence， he dismisses the concept of the conferentiality that says that 

both such a verbal suffix and the word associated with the first 

case-ending denote one and the same object， i.e.， the agent or object. 

He employs a new concept of conferentiality that says that both the 

suffix and such a word denote one and the same number existing in 

the agent or object.27 To keep coherence between the Nyaya view of 

the meaning of the verbal suffix and the concept of coreferentiality， 

Gangesa discards even the general concept of coreferentiality and 

coins a new concept of verbal coreferentiality. 

4. Tenses ofverbs 

Gangesa presents a discussion of the three tenses in Parts (F) and (G). 

Part (F) contains the objection to the Nyaya view that the verbal 

suffixes denote effort. We cannot tell from the discussion in Parts (F) 

and (G) whose objection it is. Bhatta [2005: 895] believes that it is of 

the grammarians. Part (G) contains the Nyaya response to the 

objection， and it is apparent that this part has the grammarians for the 

opponent， so that Bhatta seems to hold that the objection in Part (F) is 

also made by the grammarians. For the time being， 1 will follow his 

identification of the opponent in Part (F). 

26 TC Vol. 4/2， p. 823，5-7: nanu prakrtes tadarthatve 'pi praのほ:yasyatadarthatva1J1 na do"aya， 
eko dvau bahava i"i"i川町 atraca vyabhicarat. On the context in which this s巴ntenceappears， se巴
Wada [2007: 422-423 B4.1-4.3]. 

27 This issu巴isdiscuss巴din Part (0) 
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Facing the grammarians' objections， one Naiyayika presents three 

alternatives of the denotation of a verbal suffix: (l) a particular 

resolution (ekakrti)， (2) a collection of resolutions which are condu-

cive to an action (krtipracaya， sakalakrti)，28 and (3) a resolution 

inseparable from the result (phalayogavyavacchinna krtil;)， According 

to the first alternative， we would say， for example，αrpab;it (“[He] 

cooked")， even when a particular resolution has gone but cooking is 

still going on. We would also say， for example， pak$yati (“[He] will 

cook")， even when a particular resolution has not yet gone and 

cooking is stil1 going on. These two examples contradict the correct 

usage of apak$it and pak$yati. Regarding the second alternative， a 

collection of instances of resolution cannot occur at once， so it is 

impossible to utter pacati (“[He] cooks") to describe the present 

action of cooking. As a result， even when a person is cooking， we 

cannot say pacati (“[He] cooks"). The third alternative is that as long 

as a resolution inseparable from the result continues， we can say 

pacati (“[He] cooks"). However， we wi11 encounter an undesirable 

outcome as follows. When the last resolution inseparable from the 

result has not yet occurred and cooking sti1l continues， we could say 

pak$yati (“[He] wi11 cook"). This is because the last resolution occurs 
in the future. However， that is a wrong usage of the future tense. 

Here we need to explain why one action needs plural instances of 

resolution. It is generally held that one action consists of many actions. 

The Mahabha$ya says that even if an action regarded as common to 

all partial actions is one， its parts are many. For example， the action of 

cooking consists of actions such as putting the cooking pot on the fire 

(αdhisrayana)， pouring water into the pot (udakasecana)， putting rice 

in the pot (ta1J4ulavapana) and stoking fuel on the fire (edhopα-
kar$αlJa).29 To bring about each partial action， resolution is required 

for its requisite. As a result， to evoke and complete the action of 

cooking， one needs to have many instances of resolution. The 

grammarians claim in Part (F) that such instances of resolution do not 

take place at one time called ‘now' or‘at this moment'. 

Gangesa has one Naiyayika answer to the above three alternatives 

one at a time in the beginning of Part (G). This Naiyayika maintains 

28 This objection is not巴xplicitlyclaimed by the Naiyayika， but is expressed through th巴mouth
of the grammarian: TC， Vol. 4/2， p. 833ふ5:na ca dhruvapadavat krtipracayωya saわほかiit
pracayasya dhvaYflse priigabhiive vii apiik$ft pak$ayatfti prayoga itiνiicyam. 

29 Mahiibhii$ya， Vol. 2， p. 28，15-16: yadi叩 yekii siimiinyakriyii. avayavakriyiis tu bahava/:t 
adhisraYaJJodakiisecanatanljuliivapanaidhopakar$aJ:zakriyiil;. This Sanskrit t巴xtis giv巴nby Ogawa 
[1994: 47，57 n.l18]. 
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the original meaning of the verbal suffix and takes into account the 

ground for the usage of the present tense (vyavaharanimitta) as 

follows. 

[Text 6:] [On the above point the Naiyayika30] states: When each [instance of 
effort] is the ground for the usage of the present tense in the case that a 
collection [of the instances] is denoted by the verbal suffix， [we have] the 

usage [of the past or future tense] on the basis of the destruction or prior 
absence of all those [instances of effort]. And something [else] is not the 
ground for the usage of the present tense， for [that something] does not 
exist.31 

Here the proponent， i.e.， a Naiyayika， does not withdraw his view that 
the verbal suffix denotes a collection of efforts or resolutions， but 

takes recourse to the ground for the usage of the suffix -ti to explain 

the usage of the suffixes in the three tenses. He holds that effort 

conducive to each partial action is the ground. Gailgesa does not 

negate this view， nor does he discuss the issue of the tenses elsewhere 

in his “Verbal Suffixes Section". Even if one partial action has ended 

and the following partial actions come into being one after another， 
the instances of resolution for those actions also occur one after 

another; and thus， we can utter pacati up until the time all the partial 
actions have ended. 

5. Conclusion 

From Ga白gesa'sconcluding statement we can understand his own 

view of the meaning of the verbal suffixes to some extent. The gist of 

his statement is this: the suffix denotes effort (yatna)， or resolution 
(krti) when it is used for the sentient agent in the case of a sentence in 

the active voice. In the passive voice， on the other hand， the suffix 
denotes objectness (karmatva). In the case of a passive impersonal， 

such as caitre1J，a supyate (“Caitra sleeps")， Gailgesa considers that the 
suffix -te is used only for grammatical correctness. His final 

30 Bhatta [2005・898]identifies this Naiyayika as Garigesa; but he gives no reason for his 
identification. It is not Bhattaラsrule to consid巴rthat whenever the views of th巴 Naiyayikasヲ

opponents are refuted， Garigesa himself refutes th巴m.There must b巴 somereasons for his 
identification. On this 1 hav巴th巴followingrule: since the view presented in the t巴xtis not refut巴d
by the Naiyayikas who Garigesa has appear in his t巴xt，we can co町民turethat Garig巴saapproves 
the view 
31 TC Vol. 4/2， p. 834，4-7: uりate.yatrakhyiitavacye pracaye ekaik，ωya varωmiinaν'yavahara-
mmlttatvαIfl tatra tavatiilfl dhvalflsaif:t pragabhavais ca bhutabhavi$yadvyavaharaf:t， na tu varta-
manavyaνaharanimittalfl ki克cidabhavat.
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statement does not deal with the suffix used for an insentient agent in 

the active voice， but we can conjecture that he holds that the suffixes 

indicate operation (vyapara). 

He seems to hold that the ground for the usage of the suffix -ti of 
such verbs as pαcati (“[He] cooks") is an instance of effort which 

generates a partial action of one whole action. As a result， we can say 

pacati as long as the agent of the action of cooking continues its 

partial actions. 

To determine the meaning of the suffixes， the concept of 

coreferentiality (samanadhikara1Jya) plays an important role in the 
Gangesa's view. This concept differs from the grammarians' or 

general concept. The grammarians hold that coreferentiality occurs 

when two or more words (or meaningful linguistic units) denote one 

and the same object/referent. Gangesa， on the other hand， maintains 

that coreferentiality is the agreement of the numbers denoted by words， 

and not the denotation of one and the same object/referent. He offers 

this new concept of corefemtiality to preserve coherence with the 

Nyaya meaning of the verbal suffix， and calls it verbal coreferentiality 

(sabdasamanadhikara1Jya) . 

It is quite natural that later manual texts such as the NSM and the 

MK do not necessari1y cover all the above points. The former text 

introduces the discussion of the suffixes used for sentient or insentient 

agents in the case of the active voice， but it does not discuss the case 

of the passive voice.32 We can say that the NSM p訂 tiallyrepresents 

Gangesa's discussion. The MK， on the other hand， gives only effort as 

the meaning of the verbal suffix and connects this meaning to the use 

of the suffixes in both active and passive voices，33 but does not state a 

separate meaning for the suffixes used in the passive voice.34 Since 
Gangesa does not assign a single meaning to the suffixes used in both 

voices， the MK， whose tit1e appears to faithfully represent Gangesa's 

view， does not in this case reveal his conc1usions precisely戸

32 For th巴r巴levantportion of the NSM， see fn 2. 

33 This view is similar to Kumarilaラs.On his view， see fn. 3. 

34 For the relevant portion of the MK， see fn. 2. 

35 The Tar此amrta(pp. 84，5， 86， 3)， a manual text written by Jagadrsa，巴xplainsthe meaning of 
verbal suffixes in the activ巴andpassive voices separately. 
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